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Abstract
The Kurosh rank rK(H) of a subgroup H of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα of groups Gα , α ∈ I , is de-
fined accordingly to the classic Kurosh subgroup theorem as the number of free factors of H . We prove
that if H1, H2 are subgroups of
∏∗
α∈I Gα and H1, H2 have finite Kurosh rank, then r¯K(H1 ∩ H2) 
2 q∗
q∗−2 r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2)  6r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2), where r¯K(H) = max(rK(H) − 1,0), q∗ is the minimum of or-
ders > 2 of finite subgroups of groups Gα , α ∈ I , q∗ := ∞ if there are no such subgroups, and q
∗
q∗−2 := 1 if
q∗ = ∞. In particular, if the factors Gα , α ∈ I , are torsion-free groups, then r¯K(H1∩H2) 2r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2).
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1. Introduction
In 1954, Howson [9] proved that if H1, H2 are finitely generated subgroups of a free group F ,
then the intersection H1 ∩ H2 is also finitely generated and, moreover, the rank r(H1 ∩ H2) of
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Hanna Neumann [16] in 1957 by showing that
r¯(H1 ∩H2) 2r¯(H1)r¯(H2), (1)
where r¯(H) = max(r(H) − 1,0) is the reduced rank of H . Hanna Neumann also conjectured
in [16] that the coefficient 2 in (1) could actually be changed to 1. This conjecture has received
much attention, e.g. see [2,4–6,8,10,17,18,20–22], but is still far from being settled.
In 1966, B. Baumslag [1] established an analogous result for a free product A ∗ B of two
groups A,B , proving that if A,B have the Howson property (i.e., the intersection of two arbi-
trary finitely generated subgroups is again finitely generated), then A ∗ B also has the Howson
property. We remark that this result was reproved by Soma [19] and by the author [11] by geo-
metric methods. However, B. Baumslag did not give any estimate of type (1). A version of the
estimate (1) for free products was obtained by Soma [19] in 1990 and an attempt to improve on
the Soma’s estimate was made by Burns, Chau and Kam [3] in 1998.
To state results of [3,19], we recall that, according to the classic Kurosh subgroup theorem [13]
proved in 1934, see also [14,15], every subgroup H of a free product ∏∗α∈I Gα of groups Gα ,
α ∈ I , itself is a free product
H = F(H) ∗
∏∗
Sα,βHα,βS
−1
α,β, (2)
where Hα,β is a subgroup of Gα , Sα,β ∈∏∗α∈I Gα , and F(H) is a free subgroup of ∏∗α∈I Gα
such that, for every S ∈∏∗α∈I Gα and γ ∈ I , the intersection F(H) ∩ SGγ S−1 is trivial. Define
the Kurosh rank rK(H) of H to be the sum
rK(H) = r
(
F(H)
)+∑
α∈I
rα(H), (3)
where rα(H) is the number of all nontrivial factors Sα,βHα,βS−1α,β in (2) for given α ∈ I . It is not
difficult to show (e.g., see Lemma 4 in Section 2) that the Kurosh rank rK(H) is defined correctly.
We will say that H is a factor-free subgroup of a free product ∏∗α∈I Gα if H = F(H) in the
foregoing form (2) of H , that is, for every S ∈∏∗α∈I Gα and γ ∈ I , we have H ∩ SGγ S−1 ={1}. Since a factor-free subgroup H of ∏∗α∈I Gα is free, the rank r(H) is correctly defined and
r(H) = rK(H).
In 1990, Soma [19] essentially proved that if subgroups H1, H2 of a free product A ∗B have
finite Kurosh rank, then the intersection H1 ∩H2 also has finite Kurosh rank and
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) 18r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2), (4)
where r¯K(H) = max(rK(H)− 1,0) is the reduced Kurosh rank of H .
In 1998, Burns, Chau and Kam [3] introduced the term of the Kurosh rank, observed that
Soma’s results [19] imply the inequality (4) and attempted to improve on (4) and to show that
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) 2r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2)+ 2 min
(
r¯K(H1), r¯K(H2)
)
 4r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2). (5)
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H1, H2 of the modular group Z2 ∗Z3, where Zn is cyclic of order n, such that r¯K(H1) = r¯K(H2) =
r¯(H1) = r¯(H2) = 2, whereas
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) = r¯(H1 ∩H2) = 24 = 6r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2). (6)
This example proves that the main result (5) of article [3] is incorrect. The aim of this article is
to make another attempt to improve on Soma’s bound (4) and to generalize it for a free product∏∗
α∈I Gα of arbitrary family of groups Gα , α ∈ I . Recall that it was proved in [11] that if H1,H2
are finitely generated factor-free subgroups of
∏∗
α∈I Gα , then the intersection H1 ∩ H2 is also
finitely generated and
r¯(H1 ∩H2) 6r¯(H1)r¯(H2) (7)
which, in view of (6), is a sharp inequality and cannot be improved. Recently, these and other
results of [11,12] were strengthened and refined by Dicks and the author [7] as follows. Let G
be a group, q(G) denote the minimum of orders > 2 of finite subgroups of G and q(G) := ∞
if there are no such subgroups. Clearly, q(G) = 4 or q(G) is an odd prime or q(G) = ∞. Let
q∗ := q(∏∗α∈I Gα) = min{q(Gα) | α ∈ I } and H1, H2 be finitely generated factor-free subgroups
of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα . It is proved in [7] that
r¯(H1 ∩H2) 2 q
∗
q∗ − 2 r¯(H1)r¯(H2), (8)
where q
∗
q∗−2 := 1 if q∗ = ∞. Note 1  q
∗
q∗−2  3, hence the estimate (8) strengthens (7). In
addition, it is shown in [7] that if the free product ∏∗α∈I Gα contains an involution and a non-
abelian factor-free subgroup (the latter holds unless ∏∗α∈I Gα either is a trivial free product,
i.e. it contains at most one nontrivial factor, or is dihedral, i.e. it contains precisely two non-
trivial factors of order 2), then there exist factor-free subgroups H1, H2 in
∏∗
α∈I Gα such that
0 < r¯(H1), r¯(H2) < ∞ and the inequality (8) turns into an equality, thus, in this case, the esti-
mate (8) is sharp. In this article, we will prove that an analogous bound holds for the Kurosh rank
as well.
Theorem. Suppose that H1, H2 are subgroups of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα and H1, H2 have finite
Kurosh rank rK(H1), rK(H2). Then the intersection H1 ∩H2 also has finite Kurosh rank and
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) 2 q
∗
q∗ − 2 r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2) 6r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2), (9)
where q∗ is the minimum of orders > 2 of finite subgroups of groups Gα , α ∈ I , q∗ := ∞ if there
are no such subgroups and q
∗
q∗−2 := 1 if q∗ = ∞. In addition, if a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα contains
an involution, is not trivial and is not dihedral, then there exist subgroups H1, H2 in
∏∗
α∈I Gα
such that 0 < r¯K(H1), r¯K(H2) < ∞ and the inequality (9) turns into an equality.
In the case q∗ = ∞, quite analogously to the Hanna Neumann inequality (1), we obtain the
following.
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subgroup of groups Gα , α ∈ I , has order at most 2, and H1, H2 are subgroups of ∏∗α∈I Gα that
have finite Kurosh rank. Then
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) 2r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2)
and, as in the Theorem, this estimate is sharp whenever
∏∗
α∈I Gα contains an involution, is not
trivial and is not dihedral.
Clearly, the inequality (9) generalizes (8) because r¯K(H) = r¯(H) when H is a factor-free sub-
group. This generalization, however, is nontrivial and, in Section 5, we will discuss two examples
that illustrate the intricacy of interplay between the free and factors’ ingredients of the Kurosh
rank under intersection of subgroups.
This Theorem suggests a natural problem whether the estimate (9) could be sharpened when
a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα contains no involutions and is not trivial. Analogously to the Hanna
Neumann conjecture, we will state this problem in the affirmative form of a conjecture.
Conjecture 1. Suppose that a free product ∏∗α∈I Gα contains no involutions and H1, H2 are
subgroups of ∏∗α∈I Gα that have finite Kurosh rank. Then r¯K(H1 ∩ H2)  q∗q∗−2 r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2),
where the coefficient q∗
q∗−2 is defined as in the Theorem.
We remark that Conjecture 1 implies the Hanna Neumann conjecture. A more modest conjec-
ture which, however, might be equally difficult to prove or disprove is the following.
Conjecture 2. In the notation of Conjecture 1, there exists an ε > 0 such that r¯K(H1 ∩ H2) 
2(1 − ε) q∗
q∗−2 r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2).
Note that the “weakened” version of the Hanna Neumann conjecture with the coefficient 2−ε
in place of 1 is a special case of Conjecture 2 and this weakened version has not been proved
either.
To prove the Theorem, we will use a detailed version of covering space techniques, see
[15, Section III.3], which is most suitable for counting arguments and is analogous to the well-
known graph-theoretic approach to study subgroups of free groups, see [8,10,17,18,20,21]. Note
that our version, cf. [3,11,12,19], enables us to establish the estimate (9) for a free product∏∗
α∈I Gα of an arbitrary family of groups Gα , α ∈ I , whereas results of [3,19] apply only to
a free product A ∗ B of two groups A,B . In particular, Burns, Chau and Kam [3] conjectured
that some version of their estimate (5) would also hold for a free product of not necessarily two
factors and our results fully confirm this conjecture.
2. Preliminaries
From now on we assume that the groups Gα , α ∈ I , are nontrivial. Consider the alphabet
A=⋃α∈I Gα , where Gα1 ∩Gα2 = {1} when α1 = α2. Let W be a word in A. A Gα-syllable of
W is a maximal subword of W all of whose letters are in the same factor Gα . The syllable length
‖W‖ of W is the number of syllables of W , whereas the length |W | of W is the number of letters
in W .
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ter (note that the letter 1 ∈ A belongs to every Gα). Clearly, |W | = ‖W‖ if W is reduced. An
arbitrary nontrivial element of the free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα can uniquely be written as a reduced
word. We write U = V if words U , V are equal as elements of ∏∗α∈I Gα . The literal equality of
words U , V is denoted U ≡ V .
Let H be a subgroup of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα of groups Gα , α ∈ I . Let V ∗P = {Hg | g ∈∏∗
α∈I Gα} denote the set of all right cosets of
∏∗
α∈I Gα by H . Consider a relation Rα , α ∈ I , on
V ∗P such that (Ha,Hb) ∈ Rα if there exists an element c ∈ Gα such that Hac = Hb. It is clear
that Rα is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of Ha ∈ V ∗P is denoted [Ha]α . The set
of all equivalence classes [Ha]α , α ∈ I , we denote V ∗S .
Now we define a graph Ψ ∗(H) associated with the subgroup H . The set V (Ψ ∗(H)) of ver-
tices of Ψ ∗(H) is V ∗P ∪ V ∗S , the vertices in V ∗P = VP (Ψ ∗(H)) are called primary and those
in V ∗S = VS(Ψ ∗(H)) are termed secondary. To define the set E(Ψ ∗(H)) of edges of Ψ ∗(H),
we first require that every secondary vertex [Ha]α ∈ V ∗S be connected by exactly one edge
e = ([Ha]α,Hb) to every primary vertex Hb ∈ [Ha]α . Additional edges of Ψ ∗(H) will be
introduced below.
It follows from definitions that if Hb,Hc ∈ [Ha]α , then there exists an element d ∈ Gα such
that Hbd = Hc. Furthermore, the set of all elements d ′, that satisfy the equation Hbd ′ = Hc,
forms a right coset Kαd , where
Kα = Kα(Hb) = b−1Hb ∩Gα. (10)
If this subgroup Kα(Hb) is nontrivial, then we draw an edge f whose initial and terminal vertices
are the secondary vertex [Ha]α of Ψ ∗(H). Such an edge f is termed a loop at [Ha]α . In the
case when the subgroup Kα(Hb) is trivial, we do not have a loop at [Ha]α . The construction of
the graph Ψ ∗(H) is now complete.
We assume that edges of Ψ ∗(H) are oriented. If e is an edge in Ψ ∗(H), then e− (resp. e+)
denotes the initial (resp. terminal) vertex of e and e−1 means the edge with opposite orientation.
An edge e which is not a loop is called regular.
A path p = e1 . . . em in Ψ ∗(H) is a sequence of oriented edges e1, . . . , em such that (ei)+ =
(ei+1)− for every i = 1, . . . ,m − 1. Denote p− = (e1)−, p+ = (em)+ and let |p| = m be the
length of p. A path p is termed reduced if p contains no subpath of the form dd−1, where d is
an edge.
A path p is closed if p− = p+. A circuit p is a reduced closed path with |p| > 0 that contains
no proper closed subpath. If p− = p+ = v and |p| = 0, then p is called a trivial path at a vertex v.
Now we will assign a label ϕ(e) ∈A=⋃α∈I Gα to every oriented regular edge e of Ψ ∗(H)
so that ϕ(e−1) = ϕ(e)−1. Let [Ha]α be a secondary vertex of Ψ ∗(H). Then, to every regular
edge e with e+ = [Ha]α , we assign an element ϕ(e) = c ∈ Gα so that the following holds. If
e1, e2 are two edges such that
(e1)− = Hb1, (e2)− = Hb2, (e1)+ = (e2)+ = [Ha]α
and ϕ(e1) = c1, ϕ(e2) = c2, then Hb1c1c−12 = Hb2. It is easy to see that, given an edge e with
e+ = [Ha]α , we can pick an arbitrary element ce ∈ Gα , assign ϕ(e) = ce, and then assign labels
ϕ(d) to all other regular edges d with d+ = [Ha]α .
Having assigned labels to all regular edges e of Ψ ∗(H), we now turn to loops. Suppose that f
is a loop incident to a secondary vertex [Ha]α , Hb ∈ [Ha]α is a primary vertex, and eb is an edge
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defined as in (10) for the vertex Hb ∈ [Ha]α . Then the label ϕ(f ) of the loop f is defined to be
the nontrivial subgroup
ϕ(f ) = g−1b Kα(Hb)gb = g−1b
(
b−1Hb ∩Gα
)
gb (11)
of Gα . This definition is correct and does not depend on the choice of Hb ∈ [Ha]α . Indeed, let
Hc ∈ [Ha]α be another primary vertex. As above for Hb, we define the edge ec with (ec)− =
Hc, (ec)+ = [Ha]α , its label ϕ(ec) = gc, and the subgroup Kα(Hc) = c−1Hc ∩ Gα associated
with Hc as in (10). Then, by means of Hc, similarly to (11), we obtain a new label
ϕc(f ) = g−1c Kα(Hc)gc = g−1c
(
c−1Hc ∩Gα
)
gc.
It follows from the definition of labels of regular edges that gb, gc ∈ Gα and Hbgbg−1c = Hc.
Hence,
ϕc(f ) = g−1c
(
c−1Hc ∩Gα
)
gc = g−1c c−1Hcgc ∩Gα
= g−1b b−1Hbgb ∩Gα = g−1b
(
b−1Hb ∩Gα
)
gb = ϕ(f ),
as required. Furthermore, it follows from definitions that an equality Hbg = Hc, where g ∈ Gα ,
holds if and only if there is an element h ∈ ϕ(f ) such that g = ϕ(eb)hϕ(ec)−1.
The primary vertex H ∈ V ∗P = VP (Ψ ∗(H)) is called the base vertex of Ψ ∗(H) and is de-
noted o.
As an example, we remark that if H =∏∗α∈I Gα , then Ψ ∗(H) has the single primary vertex o,
the secondary vertices of Ψ ∗(H) are in bijective correspondence with factors Gα , α ∈ I , and
there is a loop fα at every secondary vertex [o]α with ϕ(fα) = Gα . On the other hand, if H
is trivial, then the primary vertices of Ψ ∗({1}) are in bijective correspondence with elements of∏∗
α∈I Gα , the regular edges, incident to a given primary vertex, are in bijective correspondence
with factors Gα , α ∈ I , and the elements of every [{1}g]α are in bijective correspondence with
elements of Gα . There are no loops in Ψ ∗({1}) and Ψ ∗({1}) is a tree.
We also consider a subgraph Ψ (H) of Ψ ∗(H) maximal with respect to the properties that
Ψ (H) contains the base vertex o of Ψ ∗(H) and deletion of any edge e in Ψ (H) does not result
in two connected components one of which is a tree that contains no base vertex o. For instance, if
H =∏∗α∈I Gα , then Ψ (H) = Ψ ∗(H), and if H = {1}, then Ψ (H) consists of the single vertex o.
It is easy to show that the graph Ψ (H) is defined uniquely and contains all of the edges of circuits
of Ψ ∗(H). The reader might benefit from looking at explicit examples of such graphs Ψ (H) that
are found in Section 5, see Figs. 1–3.
Let p = e1 . . . em be a path in Ψ ∗(H), where e1, . . . , em are edges. If ei is a regular edge, we
set ϕ′(ei) = ϕ(ei). If ei is a loop, then ϕ′(ei) is a nontrivial element in ϕ(ei). Now we can define
a label ϕ′(p) of p by setting ϕ′(p) = ϕ′(e1) . . . ϕ′(em). The label ϕ′(p) of a trivial path p is the
empty word. Clearly, ϕ′(p) is a word in A and |p| = |ϕ′(p)|.
Lemmas 1–2 that follow below generalize lemmas of articles [11,12] proved for finitely gen-
erated subgroups of
∏∗
α∈I Gα .
Lemma 1. Suppose H is a subgroup of a free product ∏∗α∈I Gα . Then a nonempty reduced word
W in the alphabet A=⋃α∈I Gα belongs to H if and only if there is a reduced path p in Ψ (H)
and a label ϕ′(p) such that p− = p+ = o, ϕ′(p) = W , and ‖ϕ′(p)‖ = |W |.
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si ∈ Gαi , be a nonempty reduced word in A and W ∈ H . By the definition, the graph Ψ ∗(H)
contains primary vertices vi = Hs1 . . . si , i = 1, . . . , k, and regular edges di , ei such that (di)− =
vi−1, where v0 = o, (di)+ = [vi−1]αi = (ei)−, and (ei)+ = vi . Since HW = H , it follows that
the path
p0 = d1e1 . . . dkek
in Ψ ∗(H) is closed. By the definition of labels in Ψ ∗(H), vi−1 · ϕ(diei) = vi , i = 1, . . . , k. In
addition, either ϕ(diei) = si or, otherwise, there is a loop fi at (di)+ and a nontrivial element gi ∈
ϕ(fi) such that ϕ(di)giϕ(ei) = si . In the first case, we leave the subpath diei of p0 unchanged
and, in the second case, we change the subpath diei of p0 by difiei . Doing this for every i =
1, . . . , k, we obtain a new reduced path p in Ψ ∗(H) which, obviously, has a label ϕ′(p) with
ϕ′(p) = W and ‖ϕ′(p)‖ = ‖W‖ = |W |.
Now we need to show that all edges of p are also present in Ψ (H). If an edge e of Ψ ∗(H)
is missing in Ψ (H), then deletion of e from Ψ ∗(H) yields two connected components one of
which is a tree T that contains no o. Assume that e (or e−1) is on p. Then p contains a subpath
of the form dd−1, where d is an edge of the tree T or d = e±1, and so p is not reduced. This
contradiction shows that e is in Ψ (H).
Conversely, if p is a path in Ψ (H) such that p− = p+ = o, then Hϕ′(p) = H , whence
ϕ′(p) ∈ H , as required. Lemma 1 is proved. 
Now suppose that Γo is a connected graph in which vertices have two types, primary and
secondary, and o is a distinguished prime vertex in Γo, termed the base vertex of Γo. Next, if e
is an oriented edge in Γo, then the initial vertex e− of e and the terminal vertex e+ of e have
different types, unless e− = e+ is a secondary vertex in which case there is at most one such an
edge e at e− = e+. As above, if e− = e+, then e is termed a regular edge and if e− = e+, then e
is called a loop.
We say that Γo is an A-labeled graph, where A=⋃α∈I Gα , if there is a labeling function ϕ
defined on the set of all oriented edges of Γo so that
(L1) If e is an oriented regular edge of Γo, then ϕ(e) ∈A and ϕ(e−1) = ϕ(e)−1.
(L2) If e is a loop, then ϕ(e) = ϕ(e)−1 is a nontrivial subgroup Kα = Kα(e) of some group Gα .
(L3) If e1, e2 are edges of Γo and (e1)+ = (e2)+ is a secondary vertex, then each of ϕ(e1), ϕ(e2)
is either an element or a nontrivial subgroup of Gα for the same α ∈ I , in which case we
say that the secondary vertex (e1)+ = (e2)+ corresponds to the factor Gα .
Such an A-labeled graph Γo is called irreducible if the following additional properties hold.
(R1) If e1, e2 are distinct regular edges such that (e1)+ = (e2)+ is a secondary vertex,
ϕ(e1) ∈ Gα , and f is a loop with f− = f+ = (e1)+ (if f exists), then the double coset
ϕ(e1)ϕ(f )ϕ(e2)−1, where ϕ(f ) = {1} if there is no loop f , contains no 1.
(R2) If e1, e2 are distinct regular edges such that (e1)− = (e2)− is a primary vertex and the
secondary vertices (e1)+, (e2)+ correspond to factors Gα1 , Gα2 , respectively, then α1 = α2.
(R3) There is at most one vertex of degree 1 in Γo which, if exists, is the base vertex o of Γo.
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∏∗
α∈I Gα as above,
is A-labeled and irreducible. Conversely, we have the following.
Lemma 2. Let Γo be an A-labeled irreducible graph with the base vertex o and H = H(Γo)
be the subset of ∏∗α∈I Gα that consists of all words of the form ϕ′(p), where p is a path in Γo
with p− = p+ = o. Then H is a subgroup of ∏∗α∈I Gα whose associated graph Ψ (H), up to a
suitable labeling function ϕ, is identical to Γo.
Proof. It is obvious that H = H(Γo) is a subgroup of ∏∗α∈I Gα . Next, for every primary vertex
v of Γo, we consider a reduced path pv that starts at o, ends in v and has no loops. Then it follows
from definitions and properties (R1)–(R3) that the right coset Hϕ′(pv) is defined correctly and
the map ι :v → Hϕ′(pv) is a bijection between the sets of primary vertices of the graphs Γo and
Ψ (H). Furthermore, this map ι naturally extends to a bijection between the sets of vertices and
edges of the graphs Γo and Ψ (H), which, up to a suitable labeling of edges of Ψ (H), turns into
an isomorphism of A-labeled graphs Γo and Ψ (H). 
3. Five lemmas
Lemma 3. Let p = e1 . . . em be a path in the graph Ψ (H) such that p− is primary and ϕ′(p) = 1
in
∏∗
α∈I Gα . If p contains loops, then there exists a pair of loops, ek1 and ek2 , 1 < k1 < k2 <m,
in p such that the edges ei , k1 < i < k2, are regular and reductions of the form dd−1 → 1, where
d is an edge, applied to the subpath ek1+1 . . . ek2−1 of p, result in a trivial path at (ek1+1)−. If
p has no loops, then reductions of the form dd−1 → 1, where d is an edge, turn p into a trivial
path at p−.
Proof. Since ϕ′(p) = 1, it follows from the equality Hgϕ′(p) = Hg with Hg = p− that p is
closed, that is, p− = p+.
We will say that a subpath s = ei1 . . . ei2 , 1  i1  i2  m, of p is a Gα-syllable of p if all
of its edges ei1, . . . , ei2 are incident to a secondary vertex, corresponding to a factor Gα , and s
is maximal with respect to this property. It follows from definitions and p− = p+ being primary
that s−, s+ are primary vertices and p is a product of its syllables. By definitions and properties
(R1)–(R2), we also have that if d1d2 is a subpath of a syllable of p, where d1, d2 are edges and
(d1)+ is primary, then d1 = d−12 .
Since ϕ′(p) = 1, there is a Gα′ -syllable S of the word ϕ′(p) such that S = 1 in Gα′ . Let us
show that there is also a Gα-syllable s of the path p such that ϕ′(s) = 1 in Gα . Let p = s1 . . . sk ,
where s1, . . . , sk are syllables of p. If all of the letters of the word ϕ′(si) are 1s, then ϕ′(si) = 1
and si is a desired syllable. Hence, we can suppose that every si contains a nontrivial letter.
Then it follows from properties (R1)–(R2) that every syllable of the word ϕ′(p) has the form
ϕ′(si−1,2sisi+1,1), where si−1,2 is an end of si−1 and si+1,1 is a beginning of si+1 (perhaps, one
or both of si−1,2, si+1,1 are missing), and that all of the letters of ϕ′(si−1,2), ϕ′(si+1,1) are 1s.
Applying this remark to the Gα′ -syllable S of ϕ′(p) with S = 1 in Gα′ , we have that si is a
Gα′ -syllable of p with ϕ′(s) = 1 in Gα′ , as desired.
Now we let s = ei1 . . . ei2 , 1 i1 < i2 m, be a Gα-syllable of the path p such that ϕ′(s) = 1
in Gα . Clearly, s− = s+ is primary and, as above, by properties (R1)–(R2), we obtain that
ei1 = e−1i2 and, if ei is a regular edge such that i1 < i < i2 and (ei)− = (ei1)+, then ei+1 = e−1i .
Therefore, reductions of the form dd−1 → 1, where d is an edge, applied to s, produce either
a trivial path at s− if s has no loops, or, otherwise, a path of the form ei f1 . . . f
e−1, where1 i1
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 are loops at (ei1)−. In the second case, Lemma 3 holds true because 
 2 following
from ϕ′(s) = 1 and ϕ′(fi) = 1, i = 1, . . . , 
. In the first case, Lemma 3 follows by induction on
the syllable length ‖p‖ of p. Lemma 3 is proved. 
The free product structure of a subgroup H of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα can be described in
geometric terms by means of the graph Ψ (H) (or Ψ ∗(H)) associated with H . To do this, consider
a graph Ψ1(H), obtained from Ψ (H) by deletion of all loops. Let L(Ψ (H)) denote the set of all
nonoriented loops of Ψ (H) and let T (Ψ (H)) stand for a maximal (or spanning) tree in Ψ (H).
Also, let C(Ψ (H)) denote the set of all nonoriented edges that are in Ψ1(H) but not in the tree
T (Ψ (H)). Clearly,
Ψ (H) = C(Ψ (H))∪L(Ψ (H))∪ T (Ψ (H))
and C(Ψ (H)), L(Ψ (H)), T (Ψ (H)) have no edges in common.
For every edge e ∈ C(Ψ (H)), we choose an orientation and pick two unique reduced paths
qe, re in the tree T (Ψ (H)) such that (qe)− = (re)+ = o, where o = H is the base vertex of
Ψ (H), and (qe)+ = e−, (re)− = e+.
For every loop f ∈ L(Ψ (H)), we pick a unique reduced path sf in the tree T (Ψ (H)) such
that (sf )− = o and (sf )+ = f−.
Lemma 4. Let H be a subgroup of ∏∗α∈I Gα . Then H is isomorphic to a free product
F(H) ∗∏∗f∈L(Ψ (H)) ϕ(sf )ϕ(f )ϕ(sf )−1, where F(H) is a free and factor-free subgroup, freely
generated by elements ϕ(qeere), e ∈ C(Ψ (H)). In particular, H has finite Kurosh rank if and
only if the graph Ψ (H) is finite, and r¯K(H) = −χ(Ψ (H)), where χ(Ψ (H)) is the Euler charac-
teristic of Ψ (H), whenever H is nontrivial.
Proof. First we will show that H is generated by elements and subgroups of the form ϕ(u),
where u is one of the closed paths
qeere, e ∈ C
(
Ψ (H)
)
, sf f s
−1
f , f ∈ L
(
Ψ (H)
)
. (12)
It follows from definitions that the fundamental group π1(Ψ (H)) of the graph Ψ (H) is freely
generated by paths (12). Therefore, every reduced path p in Ψ (H) with p− = p+ = o, as an
element of π1(Ψ (H)), is a product uε11 . . . u
εm
m , where each ui has the form (12) and εi = ±1. This
implies that reductions of the form dd−1 → 1, where d is an edge, applied to uε11 . . . uεmm , result
in p. Let W ∈ H be an arbitrary reduced word. By Lemma 1, there is a reduced path pW such that
(pW )− = o and ϕ′(pW ) = W . By the above observation, ϕ′(pW ) = W = ϕ′(u1)ε1 . . . ϕ′(um)εm ,
and so W belongs to the subgroup generated by ϕ(u), where u has the form (12), as required.
Now we will prove that H is freely generated by elements and subgroups of the form ϕ(u),
where u is defined in (12). Consider a path
p = t1 . . . tm, (13)
where, for every i, either ti = (qei eirei )εi for some ei ∈ C(Ψ (H)) and εi = ±1 or ti = sfi fis−1fi
for some fi ∈ L(Ψ (H)). Arguing on the contrary, assume that ϕ′(p) = 1 in ∏∗α∈I Gα and
that there are no obvious cancelations in the product (13), that is, if ti = (qei eirei )εi , then
ti+1 = (qe eire )−εi , and if ti = sf fis−1 then ti+1 = sf fis−1. Since loops are present in pi i i fi i fi
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fi
, it follows from Lemma 3 that, if p con-
tains loops, then there are tk1 , tk2 with k1 < k2 − 1, such that tk1 = sfk1 fk1s−1fk1 , tk2 = sfk2 fk2s
−1
fk2
,
where fk1 = fk2 , the subpath s−1fk1 tk1+1 . . . tk2−1sfk1 contains no loops and reductions of the form
dd−1 → 1, where d is an edge, turn s−1fk1 tk1+1 . . . tk2−1sfk1 into a trivial path at (sfk1 )−, in partic-
ular, ϕ′(s−1fk1 tk1+1 . . . tk2−1sfk1 ) = 1. If p contains no loops, then we set k1 = 0 and k2 = m+ 1.
Denote p1 = tk1+1 . . . tk2−1. It follows from definitions and Lemma 3 that ϕ′(p1) = 1 in∏∗
α∈I Gα , (p1)− = (p1)+ = p− = o, and ti = (qei eirei )εi , k1 + 1 i  k2 − 1. Since
p1 = (qek1+1ek1+1rek1+1)εk1+1 . . . (qek2−1ek2−1rek2−1)εk2−1
and the paths qei , rei lie in the tree T (Ψ (H)), it follows that, making some reductions of the form
dd−1 → 1, where d is an edge, we can present p1 in the form p1 = yk1e
εk1+1
k1+1 . . . yk2e
εk2+1
k2+1 yk2+1,
where every yi is a reduced path in the tree T (Ψ (H)). Since ϕ′(p1) = 1 and p1 contains no
loops, it follows from Lemma 3 that p1 is not reduced and p1 contains a subpath of the form
dd−1, where d is an edge. Then, by definitions, we have that d = eεjj for some j , k1 + 1 
j < k2 − 1, yj contains no edges and d−1 = eεj+1j+1 = e
−εj
j . Therefore, tj = (qej ej rej )εj and
tj+1 = (qej ej rej )−εj yield an obvious cancelation in (13). This contradiction completes the proof
of the Kurosh subgroup theorem.
Note that the subgroup F(H), generated by elements of the form ϕ(qeere), e ∈ C(Ψ (H)), is
factor-free. Indeed, it follows from definitions that Ψ (F(H)) = Ψ1(H) and, by Lemma 1, Ψ1(H)
contains no reduced closed path with p− = o whose label ϕ′(p) = ϕ(p) would be conjugate to
a nontrivial element of some Gα . The formula r¯K(H) = −χ(Ψ (H)) is now immediate from the
equality
−χ(Ψ (H))= ∣∣C(Ψ (H))∣∣+ ∣∣L(Ψ (H))∣∣− 1
and from the inequality −χ(Ψ (H))  0 that holds whenever H is nontrivial. Lemma 4 is
proved. 
Let H1,H2 be subgroups of
∏∗
α∈I Gα . It is well known and easy to check that the intersection
H1a1 ∩H2a2 is either empty or is a right coset (H1 ∩H2)a and that every right coset (H1 ∩H2)a
has this form H1a1 ∩H2a2 (= H1a ∩H2a). Hence, the map
τ : (H1 ∩H2)a → (H1a,H2a) (14)
is an embedding of the set VP (Ψ ∗(H1 ∩H2)) of primary vertices of the graph Ψ ∗(H1 ∩H2) into
VP (Ψ
∗(H1))× VP (Ψ ∗(H2)).
Let τi denote the projection τi : (H1 ∩ H2)a → Hia of VP (Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2)) to VP (Ψ ∗(Hi)),
i = 1,2. Observe that
(H1a1 ∩H2a2)g = H1b1 ∩H2b2 if and only if Hiaig = Hibi, i = 1,2. (15)
Geometrically, this equivalence means that if two primary vertices u,v of the graph Ψ ∗(H1 ∩H2)
are adjacent to a secondary vertex [u]α , then τi(u), τi(v) are adjacent to [τi(u)]α in Ψ ∗(Hi) for
both i = 1,2. Furthermore, the existence of a loop at [u]α , being equivalent to the condition
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implies, in view of (15), the existence of loops at both [τi(u)]α , i = 1,2.
It is obvious from definitions that if o is the base vertex of Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2) and oi is the base
vertex of Ψ ∗(Hi), i = 1,2, then τ(o) = (o1, o2).
Lemma 5. Let u1, u2 be vertices of the graph Ψ (H) and p be a reduced path in Ψ ∗(H) such
that p− = u1 and p+ = u2. Then p is also in Ψ (H).
Proof. It follows from the definition of Ψ (H) that every loop of Ψ ∗(H) is in Ψ (H). Hence, we
can assume that p is a reduced path with no loops. Let d be an edge of p. Taking d out of Ψ ∗(H)
results either in a connected graph or in two connected components. In the first case, there is a
circuit in Ψ ∗(H) one of whose edges is d , whence d is in Ψ (H). In the second case, it follows
from inclusions u1, u2 ∈ Ψ (H) that d must be in Ψ (H) to make Ψ (H) connected. Hence, in
either case, d is in Ψ (H) and so is p. Lemma 5 is proved. 
Lemma 6. The restriction of τ on the set VP (Ψ (H1 ∩ H2)) of primary vertices of Ψ (H1 ∩ H2)
is still an embedding of the set VP (Ψ (H1 ∩H2)) into the product VP (Ψ (H1))× VP (Ψ (H2)) of
those of graphs Ψ (H1), Ψ (H2).
Proof. To prove this lemma, we need to establish that if a primary vertex u = (H1 ∩ H2)a is in
Ψ (H1 ∩H2), then τi(u) ∈ Ψ (Hi) for both i = 1,2.
If there are no edges incident to u, then Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) consists of the single vertex u = o and
τi(o) = oi ∈ Ψ (Hi), as desired.
Let e be an edge in Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) with e− = u and e+ = [u]α . Taking e out of Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2),
we will get a graph Ψ ∗e (H1 ∩ H2). If Ψ ∗e (H1 ∩ H2) is connected, then there is a circuit p in
Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2) that contains e and u = p−. In view of equivalence (15), we can construct paths
pi in Ψ ∗(Hi), i = 1,2, such that (pi)− = τi(p−) and ϕ′(pi) = ϕ′(p) in ∏∗α∈I Gα . It is clear that
we can assume pi , i = 1,2, to be reduced. Hence, it follows from Lemma 5 that pi is also in
Ψ (Hi). Thus, τi(u) ∈ pi ⊆ Ψ (Hi), as required.
Now assume that Ψ ∗e (H1 ∩ H2) consists of two connected components, Δ1 and Δ2. Since e
is in Ψ (H1 ∩H2), it follows from the definition of Ψ (H1 ∩H2) that Δj , j = 1,2, contains either
the base vertex o or a circuit cj .
Since cj is in Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) and τi(o) = oi ∈ Ψ (Hi), it follows that Δj contains a vertex vj
such that τi(vj ) ∈ Ψ (Hi) for i, j ∈ {1,2}.
Let p be a reduced path in Ψ ∗(H1 ∩H2) with p− = v1 and p+ = v2. Since vj ∈ Δj , j = 1,2,
it follows that p contains e (or e−1). By Lemma 5, p is also in Ψ (H1 ∩ H2). As above, using
the equivalence (15), we can construct reduced paths pi in Ψ ∗(Hi), i = 1,2, such that (pi)− =
τi(v1), (pi)+ = τi(v2), and ϕ′(pi) = ϕ′(p) in ∏∗α∈I Gα . Since τi(v · g) = τi(v) · g following
from (15), we also have that τi(u) ∈ pi . By Lemma 5, we can conclude that pi is in Ψ (Hi) and
so τi(u) ∈ Ψ (Hi), i = 1,2, as required. 
Lemma 7. Suppose that H1, H2 are subgroups of
∏∗
α∈I Gα . Then, up to conjugation of H1, H2
by the same element of ∏∗α∈I Gα , one of the following two claims holds.
(a) The intersection H1 ∩H2 is a subgroup of a factor Gα , α ∈ I .
(b) Both graphs Ψ (Hi), i = 1,2, contain no vertices of degree  1.
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of degree  1. By the definition of Ψ (Hi), the only vertex of degree  1 in Ψ (Hi), if it exists, is
the base vertex oi . If degoi  1, then degoi = 1, for degoi = 0 implies that Hi is trivial and the
claim (a) would hold, and we can define pi to be the shortest path in Ψ (Hi) such that (pi)− = oi ,
deg(pi)− = 1, and deg(pi)+ > 2. By our assumption, |p1| + |p2| > 0, where one of p1,p2 may
be undefined, and we may suppose that H1,H2 provide a minimal counterexample to Lemma 7
with respect to the sum |p1|+ |p2|. For definiteness, assume that dego1 = 1, hence, p1 is defined
and |p1| > 0.
Consider the graph Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) whose base vertex is o. In view of (15), the vertex o has
degree at most one. If dego = 0, then H1 ∩ H2 is trivial, contrary to our assumption. Hence,
dego = 1 and there is an edge e with e− = o and e+ = [o]α for some α ∈ I . If there is no regular
edge d such that d− = v = o and d+ = [o]α , then Ψ (H1 ∩H2) consists of e and a loop f at [o]α
with ϕ(f ) ⊆ Gα , whence H1 ∩ H2 = ϕ(e)ϕ(f )ϕ(e)−1 is a subgroup of Gα and the claim (a)
holds. This contradiction shows that such an edge d does exist.
Hence, there is an element g = ϕ(ed−1) ∈ Gα such that (H1 ∩H2)g is a vertex of Ψ (H1 ∩H2).
It follows from (15) and Lemma 6 that there are primary vertices vi ∈ Ψ (Hi) such that oi ·g = vi ,
i = 1,2. Now we consider the conjugate subgroup g−1Hig, i = 1,2, whose graph Ψ (g−1Hig)
can be obtained from Ψ (Hi) by moving the base vertex oi to vi with subsequent deletion of
edges of the subpath of pi that connects oi to vi . Since dego1 = 1, it follows that the edge e1,
incident to o1, will be deleted in Ψ (H1) and, hence, the induction parameter |p1| + |p2| for the
pair g−1H1g, g−1H2g decreases (note that |p2| does not increase). This contradiction to the
choice of H1, H2 completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
4. Proof of the Theorem
In view of Lemma 7, we can assume that either r¯K(H1 ∩ H2) = 0 or the graphs Ψ (H1),
Ψ (H2) contain no vertices of degree  1. If r¯K(H1 ∩ H2) = 0, then the Theorem trivially holds
true. Hence, we may assume that the graphs Ψ (H1), Ψ (H2) contain no vertices of degree  1,
in particular, H1, H2 are nontrivial.
Since the Kurosh ranks rK(Hi), i = 1,2, are finite, it follows from Lemma 4 that the graphs
Ψ (Hi), i = 1,2, are also finite. It follows from Lemma 4 that
r¯K(Hi) = −χ
(
Ψ (Hi)
)= ∣∣E(Ψ (Hi))∣∣− ∣∣V (Ψ (Hi))∣∣= 12
∑
v∈V (Ψ (Hi))
(degv − 2),
where E(Ψ (Hi)) and V (Ψ (Hi)) are the sets of nonoriented edges and vertices in Ψ (Hi), respec-
tively, and |X| is the cardinality of a set X.
Now we can see that the main estimate (9) is equivalent to
∑
u∈V (Ψ (H1∩H2))
(degu− 2) q
∗
q∗ − 2
∑
v∈V (Ψ (H1))
(degv − 2) ·
∑
w∈V (Ψ (H2))
(degw − 2). (16)
To prove this inequality, we will group all the terms in the left-hand part of (16) and, making use
of the maps τi , i = 1,2, compare different groups with certain terms obtained after multiplication
in the right-hand part of (16).
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so
(degu− 2) (deg τ1(u)− 2)(deg τ2(u)− 2). (17)
Let [u]α ∈ Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) be a secondary vertex, where u is primary. We will say that two
secondary vertices [u]α, [v]α ∈ Ψ (H1 ∩ H2) are similar and write [u]α ∼ [v]α if [τi(u)]α =
[τi(v)]α for both i = 1,2. As follows from the equivalence (15), if u′ ∈ [u]α , then [τi(u′)]α =
[τi(u)]α , i = 1,2. In particular, the definition of similarity is correct and independent of the
choice of vertices u, v. Clearly, the similarity is an equivalence relation on the set of secondary
vertices of Ψ (H1 ∩H2). Let [[u]α] denote the equivalence class [[u]α] = {[v]α | [v]α ∼ [u]α} of
[u]α .
For a fixed secondary vertex [u]α , [u]α ∈ Ψ (H1 ∩H2), we claim that
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)
 q
∗
q∗ − 2
(
deg
[
τ1(u)
]
α
− 2)(deg[τ2(u)]α − 2). (18)
Observe that, in view of 1 q
∗
q∗−2 , the inequalities (17), (18) readily imply the estimate (16).
To prove the inequality (18), we first make several remarks. Let |[w]α| denote the number of
primary vertices incident to a secondary vertex [w]α . Clearly, |[w]α| = deg[w]α if there is no
loop at [w]α and, otherwise, |[w]α| = deg[w]α − 2. For this reason, |[w]α| could be regarded as
the primary degree of a secondary vertex [w]α .
Let [w]α ∼ [u]α . Then it follows from Lemma 6, the equivalence (15) and definitions that
(τ1(w), τ2(w)) ∈ [τ1(u)]α × [τ2(u)]α and
∣∣[w]α∣∣min(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣), (19)
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
∣∣[v]α∣∣ ∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣ · ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣. (20)
Furthermore, the existence of a loop at [w]α ∈ [[u]α], being equivalent to the existence of more
than one element g ∈ Gα such that w1 · g = w2, where w1,w2 ∈ [w]α , implies, by (15), the
existence of loops at [τi(w)]α = [τi(u)]α for both i = 1,2.
To prove the inequality (18), we now consider three cases, Cases 1–3 below, corresponding to
the existence of loops at the vertices [τ1(u)]α and [τ2(u)]α .
Case 1. Suppose that there are loops at both [τi(u)]α , i = 1,2. Then there may be a loop at
any [v]α , [v]α ∈ [[u]α], and it follows from the definitions and estimate (20) that
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)

∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
∣∣[v]α∣∣ ∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣ · ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣
= (deg[τ1(u)]α − 2)(deg[τ2(u)]α − 2),
as required in (18) for q∗∗  1.q −2
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[τ1(u)]α and no loop at [τ2(u)]α . Then there is no loop at any [v]α , [v]α ∈ [[u]α], and it follows
from definitions that
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)= ∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(∣∣[v]α∣∣− 2). (21)
If the sum in the right-hand part of (21) contains r0 max(|[τ1(u)]α|, |[τ2(u)]α|) terms, then, in
view of (19), we have
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)
 r0
(
min
(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣)− 2)
max
(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣) · (min(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣)− 2).
On the other hand, if the sum in the right-hand part of (21) contains r0  max(|[τ1(u)]α|,
|[τ2(u)]α|) terms, then, in view of (20), we obtain
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)

∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
∣∣[v]α∣∣− 2r0

∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣ · ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣− 2 max(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣)
= max(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣) · (min(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣)− 2).
Thus, in either case,
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)= ∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(∣∣[v]α∣∣− 2)
max
(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣) · (min(∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣, ∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣)− 2)

∣∣[τ1(u)]α
∣∣(∣∣[τ2(u)]α
∣∣− 2)= (deg[τ1(u)]α − 2)(deg[τ2(u)]α − 2),
as desired in (18).
Case 3. Finally, suppose that there is no loop at either vertex [τi(u)]α , i = 1,2. Then there is
no loop at any [v]α , [v]α ∈ [[u]α].
Denote [τi(u)]α = {wi1, . . . ,wimi }α , i = 1,2, and let ei1, . . . , eimi be the edges in Ψ (Hi)
such that (eij )− = wij and (eij )+ = [τi(u)]α . Also, denote [[u]α] = {[v1]α, . . . , [vr0]α} and let[vk]α = {yk1, . . . , yknk }α , k = 1, . . . , r0. Let fk1, . . . , fknk be the edges in Ψ (H1 ∩H2) such that
(fk
)− = yk
 and (fk
)+ = [vk]α . By definitions and Lemma 6, τ(yk
) = (τ1(yk
), τ2(yk
)),
where τi(yk
) ∈ [τi(u)]α , i = 1,2. Let hi ∈ {ei1, . . . , eimi } be the edge with (hi)+ = τi(yk
),
i = 1,2. Then, extending τ to regular edges of Ψ (H1 ∩H2), we denote hi = τi(fk
) and set
τ(fk
) =
(
τ1(yk
), τ2(yk
)
)= (h1, h2).
It follows from the equivalence (15) and the absence of loops at [vk]α , [τi(u)]α that
ϕ(fk1)ϕ(fk
)
−1 = ϕ(τ1(fk1))ϕ(τ1(fk
))−1 = ϕ(τ2(fk1))ϕ(τ2(fk
))−1 (22)
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, where k = 1, . . . , r0, 
 = 1, . . . , nk .
Denote Ai = {ϕ(ei1), . . . , ϕ(eimi )}, i = 1,2, so Ai is a finite subset of Gα with |Ai | =
deg[τi(u)]α = mi  2. Let us rewrite the equalities (22) in the form
ϕ
(
τ2(fk
)
)−1
ϕ
(
τ1(fk
)
)= ϕ(τ2(fk1))−1ϕ(τ1(fk1))= gk, (23)
where gk ∈ Gα is independent of 
, 
 = 1, . . . , nk , k = 1, . . . , r0. Hence, the element gk ∈ Gα
has at least nk representations in the form a−12 a1, where ai ∈ Ai . Since a1 = a2gk ∈ A1 ∩A2gk ,
we obtain
2 deg[vk]α = nk  |A1 ∩A2gk|. (24)
Since τ embeds the set
⋃r0
k=1[vk]α into [τ1(u)]α × [τ2(u)]α , it follows that τ also embeds the
set
⋃r0
k=1{fk1, . . . , fknk } into the product {e11, . . . , e1m1} × {e21, . . . , e2m2}. Hence, every pair of
elements a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2 can be used at most once in a representation a−12 a1 = gk , see (23),
over all k and 
, k = 1, . . . , r0, 
 = 1, . . . , nk . Therefore, in view of (24), we have the following
estimate
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)=
r0∑
k=1
(∣∣[vk]α∣∣− 2)
r0∑
k=1
(|A1 ∩A2gk| − 2)

∑
g∈Gα
+(|A1 ∩A2g| − 2), (25)
where the summation
∑+ extends over nonnegative terms |A1 ∩ A2g| − 2, g ∈ G, only. By
virtue of [7, Corollary 3.5], for every group G and every pair of finite subsets A, B of G with
min(|A|, |B|) 2, it holds true that
∑
g∈G
+(|A∩Bg| − 2) q(G)
q(G)− 2
(|A| − 2)(|B| − 2), (26)
where q(G) is the minimum of orders > 2 of finite subgroups of G, q(G) := ∞ if there are
no such subgroups and q(G)
q(G)−2 := 1 when q(G) = ∞. Hence, it follows from inequalities (25)
and (26) that
∑
[v]α∈[[u]α]
(
deg[v]α − 2
)
 q(Gα)
q(Gα)− 2
(|A1| − 2)(|A2| − 2)
 q
∗
q∗ − 2
(
deg
[
τ1(u)
]
α
− 2)(deg[τ2(u)]α − 2),
where q(Gα)
q(Gα)−2 
q∗
q∗−2 for q
∗ = min{q(Gα) | α ∈ I }. Thus, the inequalities (18), (16) are proved
and the proof of the main inequality (9) is complete.
Finally, let a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα contain an involution, be nontrivial and not dihedral.
Then, as is shown in [7], there are factor-free subgroups H1, H2 in
∏∗
α∈I Gα such that 0 <
r¯(H1), r¯(H2) < ∞ and r¯(H1 ∩H2) = 2 q∗q∗−2 r¯(H1)r¯(H2). Since r¯K(H) = r¯(H) when H is factor-
free, the Theorem is proved.
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It is of interest to point out that the estimate (9) of the Theorem can be strengthened by making
use of an idea of Walter Neumann [17]. Suppose that H1,H2 are finitely generated subgroups of
a free group F and X is a set of representatives of all double cosets H2gH1, where g ∈ F . Define
r¯(H1,H2) =∑x∈X r¯(H1 ∩ x−1H2x). Recall that Walter Neumann [17] proved that r¯(H1,H2)
2r¯(H1)r¯(H2) and conjectured that r¯(H1,H2)  r¯(H1)r¯(H2). The latter inequality is called the
strengthened Hanna Neumann conjecture.
Analogously, let H1,H2 be subgroups of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα and X be a set of represen-
tatives of all double cosets H2gH1, where g ∈∏∗α∈I Gα . Define
r¯K(H1,H2) =
∑
x∈X
r¯K
(
H1 ∩ x−1H2x
)
.
Then the estimate (9) of the Theorem can be strengthened to
r¯K(H1 ∩H2) r¯K(H1,H2) 2 q
∗
q∗ − 2 r¯K(H1)r¯K(H2). (27)
To prove (27), we observe that the monomorphism
τ :VP
(
Ψ ∗(H1 ∩H2)
)→ VP (Ψ ∗(H1))× VP (Ψ ∗(H2)),
defined by (14), extends to a monomorphism
τX :
⋃
x∈X
VP
(
Ψ ∗
(
H1 ∩ x−1H2x
))→ VP (Ψ ∗(H1))× VP (Ψ ∗(H2))
so that τX ((H1 ∩ x−1H2x)a) = (H1a,H2xa).
To show that τX is injective, assume that τX ((H1 ∩ x−1H2x)a) = τX ((H1 ∩ y−1H2y)b),
where x, y ∈ X . Then H1a = H1b and H2xa = H2yb. These equalities imply that H2xH1 =
H2yH1 and so x = y. Then it follows from H2xa = H2yb that x−1H2xa = y−1H2yb. Since
H1a = H1b, we have that (H1 ∩ x−1H2x)a = (H1 ∩ y−1H2y)b. Hence, τX is a monomorphism,
as required.
We also note that the restriction of τX on the set
⋃
x∈X ∗ VP (Ψ (H1 ∩ x−1H2x)) is still an
embedding of the set
⋃
x∈X ∗ VP (Ψ (H1 ∩x−1H2x)) into the product VP (Ψ (H1))×VP (Ψ (H2)),
where X ∗ consists of all x ∈ X such that −χ(Ψ (H1 ∩ x−1H2x))  0, that is, the subgroup
H1 ∩x−1H2x is nontrivial. To show this, we repeat the proof of Lemma 6, replacing the subgroup
H1 ∩ H2 with H1 ∩ x−1H2x, where x ∈ X ∗. All other arguments of the proof of the Theorem,
in which τ and Ψ (H1 ∩H2) are replaced with τX and Ψ (H1,H2) =⋃x∈X ∗ Ψ (H1 ∩ x−1H2x),
respectively, are retained.
Note that Conjectures 1–2 could also be strengthened by putting r¯K(H1,H2) in place of
r¯K(H1 ∩H2).
Let H be a subgroup of a free product
∏∗
α∈I Gα . Referring to the definition (3), define the
free rank rf (H) of H by setting rf (H) := r(F (H)) and the factors’ rank of H by rs(H) :=∑
α∈I rα(H). It follows from Lemma 4 that the ranks rf (H), rs(H) are correctly defined,
rf (H) =
∣∣C(Ψ (H))∣∣, rs(H) = ∣∣L(Ψ (H))∣∣,
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and rK(H) = rf (H)+ rs(H). As was mentioned in Introduction, the inequality (9) of the Theo-
rem is a generalization of the estimate (8), because rK(H) = r(H) if H is a factor-free subgroup
of a free product. To give an illustration to the intricacy of interplay between the free and factors’
ingredients of the Kurosh rank under intersection of subgroups, we discuss two examples.
Example 1. Let A = 〈a〉, B = 〈b〉 be cyclic groups of order 3, generated by elements a, b.
Consider the free product A ∗ B and its subgroup H = 〈ab, ba〉, generated by ab, ba. It is an
easy exercise to show that the graph Ψ (H) of H contains three primary vertices x = H , y = Hb,
z = Ha and two secondary vertices q = [x]A = {x, y, z}A, r = [x]B = {x, y, z}B of degree 3
(note that we now use factors in place of their indices to define secondary vertices), see Fig. 1.
The ϕ-labels of edges of Ψ (H) are defined so that, if v1 − v2 − v3 denotes a path of two regular
edges that goes through vertices v1, v2, v3, then
ϕ(x − q − z) = ϕ(z− q − y) = ϕ(y − q − x) = a,
ϕ(z− r − x) = ϕ(x − r − y) = ϕ(y − r − z) = b,
see Fig. 1. Clearly, rf (H) = 2 and rs(H) = 0.
Consider another subgroup in A ∗B
K = 〈(ab)j a−1Ba(ab)−j , a(ba)j b−1Ab(ba)−j a−1 ∣∣ j ∈ Z〉,
where Z is the set of integers. It is not difficult to verify that the graph Ψ (K) of K , depicted in
Fig. 2, can be described as follows
VP
(
Ψ (K)
)= {uj , vj ∣∣ j ∈ Z}, VS(Ψ (K))= {sj , tj ∣∣ j ∈ Z},
where uj = K(ab)j/2, vj = K(ab)j/2a−1 if j is even, and uj = Ka(ba)(j−1)/2, vj =
Ka(ba)(j−1)/2b−1 if j is odd, see Fig. 2. Furthermore, sj = [uj ]A = {uj ,uj+1, vj }A, tj =
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The ϕ-labels of edges of Ψ (K) are defined so that
ϕ(uj − sj − uj+1) = ϕ(uj+1 − sj − vj ) = ϕ(vj − sj − uj ) =
{
a if j is even,
b if j is odd,
see Fig. 2. There is also a loop 
j at each tj and ϕ(
j ) = B if j is even and ϕ(
j ) = A if j is
odd. Clearly, rf (K) = 0 and rs(K) = ∞.
We leave it to the reader as an exercise to verify that
τ
(
VP
(
Ψ (H ∩K)))= VP (Ψ (H))× VP (Ψ (K)). (28)
Since the graph Ψ (H) has no loops, Ψ (H ∩ K) has no loops either and it follows from equal-
ity (28) that rf (H ∩ K) = ∞. Hence, in this example, both factors’ ranks rf (H), rf (K) are
finite, whereas rf (H ∩K) is infinite. Thus, no estimate for rf (H ∩K) in terms of rf (H), rf (K)
is possible.
As was pointed out by the referee, it is possible to construct an easier (but less explicit)
analog of Example 1 as follows. Suppose A, B are finite nontrivial groups, A is not simple, C is
a proper normal subgroup of A. Let H1 be the Cartesian subgroup of A∗B and H2 be the normal
closure of C in A ∗ B . Then it is easy to verify that rs(H1) = 0, rf (H1) < ∞, rs(H2) = ∞ and
rf (H2) = 0. In view of rs(H1) = 0, we have rs(H1 ∩H2) = 0 and, since H1 ∩H2 has finite index
in H2, it follows that rf (H1 ∩H2) = ∞.
Example 2. Let A = A1 × A2 be the direct product of an infinite cyclic group A1 = 〈a〉 and a
nontrivial group A2 and let B = 〈b〉 be of order 2. Consider two bijections σ1, σ2 :Z → Z such
that σ1, σ2 have no fixed points, σ 21 = σ 22 = idZ and the set {σ1(j)−σ2(j) | j ∈ Z} is infinite (the
existence of such σ1, σ2 is clear). Let
Hi =
〈
A2, a
−σi(j)baj
∣∣ j ∈ Z〉
be a subgroup of the free product A∗B , i = 1,2. It is not difficult to see that the graph Ψ (Hi) can
be described as follows. The set VP (Ψ (Hi)) is {vi,j | j ∈ Z}, where vi,j = Hia−j and vi,0 = Hi
is the base vertex of Ψ (Hi). The set VS(Ψ (Hi)) contains a vertex si = [vi,0]A = {vi,j | j ∈ Z}A
(as above, we use factors A, B instead of indices α ∈ I ) and, for every pair pij = {j, σi(j)},
j ∈ Z, the set VS(Ψ (Hi)) contains a vertex ti,pij = [vi,j ]B = {vi,j , vi,σi (j)}B , see Fig. 3. Note
that there is a loop 
i attached to si . The ϕ-labels to edges of Ψ (Hi) are assigned so that
ϕ(vi,j − si − vi,k) = aj−k, ϕ(vi,j − ti,pij − vi,σi (j)) = b,
where i ∈ {1,2}, j, k ∈ Z, and u1 −u2 −u3 denotes a path of two regular edges that goes through
vertices u1, u2, u3, see Fig. 3. We also set ϕ(
i) = A2, i = 1,2. It follows from definitions that
rs(Hi) = 1 and rf (Hi) = ∞, i = 1,2.
Let o = H1 ∩ H2 be the base vertex of the graph Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2). It is immediate that, in the
graph Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2), we have τ([o]A) = {(v1,j , v2,j ) | j ∈ Z}A and there is a loop 
([o]A) at
[o]A with ϕ(
([o]A)) = A2. To simplify the notation (by slight abuse), we denote a vertex w ∈
VP (Ψ
∗(H1 ∩H2)) by its τ -image τ(w) = (τ1(w), τ2(w)) in VP (Ψ ∗(H1))×VP (Ψ ∗(H2)). Since
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(v1,j , v2,j ) ∈ VP (Ψ ∗(H1 ∩ H2)), it follows that (v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j)) = (v1,j · b, v2,j · b) is also in
VP (Ψ
∗(H1 ∩H2)). Therefore, the vertex
[
(v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j))
]
A
= {(v1,k, v2,k+σ2(j)−σ1(j)) ∣∣ k ∈ Z}A
is in Ψ ∗(H1∩H2) and there exists a loop 
([(v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j))]A) at this vertex [(v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j))]
whose label is A2. This means that [(v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j))]A must be in the graph Ψ (H1 ∩H2).
Recall that the set {σ1(j)− σ2(j) | j ∈ Z} is infinite. This implies that the graph Ψ (H1 ∩H2)
contains infinitely many distinct secondary vertices [(v1,σ1(j), v2,σ2(j))]A that have loops, whence
rs(H1 ∩H2) is infinite. Thus, the factors’ ranks rs(H1), rs(H2) are finite, whereas rs(H1 ∩H2) is
infinite and no estimate for rs(H1 ∩H2) in terms of rs(H1), rs(H2) is possible either.
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